
Is this a falsifiable statement?

God Exists.





Astronomy Common SensesAstronomy Common Senses



23.5o

Polaris

Big dipper

Polaris

What is special about Polaris?





The Earth spins around its axis (from west to east)

and celestial objects 
appear to move oppositely

e.g., 
the Sun rises in the east,
and sets in the west



West                          East     East                           West

Do stars also rise in the east and set in the west?



   (also the Sun)

How many hours before the sun sets/rises?

Sun/star run ~ 15o/hour



Yes or No?

In Toronto, if your window is north facing, you would
never be able to see direct sunlight from
this window.

Sun set & Sun rise

The directions of sun rise/set
& city grids



In midsummer, the Sun comes closest to zenith 
(how close it gets depends on your lattitude)  

In winter, the Sun hangs low above the horizon.

zenith



If you are in Toronto

... Hudson Bay



The directions of sun-rise/sun-set tell 

1) where you are on Earth if you know the date

2) season, if you know where you are on Earth



Pre-historics used sun set/rise positions to determine season



Origin of Seasons:  
why is summer hotter?

1) The Earth is closer to the Sun in the summer.
1 Hand

2) The Earth's spin axis is tilted relative to the orbit. 
So the Northern  hemisphere is closer to the Sun 
in the summer.

2 Hands
3) Daylight (sunrise to sunset) lasts longer in the summer.

Pray Sign
4) The Earth's axis is tilted. During the Northern summer 

the Sun shines straighter overhead in the Northern
hemisphere.

Stop Sign
5) None of the above. Shout!



Northern summer Northern winter



~March 23

~ Dec. 21st

~Sep. 23

~June 21
23.5o

Polaris

We are NOT closer to the Sun during Summer.
(in fact, we are slightlyer further)



Why is the arctic/antarctic so cold?

1



June 21st, Arctic

June 21st, Antartica



Is it shadow cast by the Earth? 

Why does the Moon change its appearances every month?  
   ---- Phases of the Moon



The Moon changes phases because it orbits around us. 



US Navy



Phases of the Moon 

Sun

It's NOT the shadow of the Earth!



The Moon always faces us with the same side.

There is no 'Dark side' of the Moon, but there is the 'invisible side' of the Moon.



Is the Moon bigger nearer the horizon?



Lunar and Solar  Eclipses

Solar eclipse
April 15, 136BC Babylon

Lunar eclipse
Sep. 4, AD434, Chinese



Lunar eclipse IS caused by the shadow of the Earth.

Solar Eclipse ---  whose shadow is it?

Ancient Greeks inferred from this that
the Earth is round!

   Lunar & Sol ar Ecl i pses



How often are lunar and solar eclipses?

Not as often as once a month.

because the Moon's orbit is inclined relative to the 
ecliptic. 

Lunar eclipse ~ once a year
solar eclipse ~ a couple a year
Total solar eclipse: once every ~ 2 years, only visible locally



Tips for 2024 April 8th:

1) How to look for it?

2) Don't stare directly into
the Sun even during 
total eclipse!

1% of Sun ~ 10,000 full Moon

Next total Lunar eclipse    
Dec. 21,2010



In the ... future, there won't be any total solar  eclipses...


